An inductive approach to the representation theory of the chain of the complex reflection groups G(m, 1, n) is presented. We obtain the Jucys-Murphy elements of G(m, 1, n) from the Jucys-Murphy elements of the cyclotomic Hecke algebra, and study their common spectrum using representations of a degenerate cyclotomic affine Hecke algebra. Representations of G(m, 1, n) are constructed with the help of a new associative algebra whose underlying vector space is the tensor product of the group ring CG(m, 1, n) with a free associative algebra generated by the standard m-tableaux.
Introduction
The complex reflection groups generalize the Coxeter groups and the complete list of irreducible finite complex reflection groups consists of the series of groups denoted G(m, p, n), where m, p, n are positive integers such that p divides m, and 34 exceptional groups [13] . Analogues of the Hecke algebra and the braid group exist for all complex reflection groups.
The Hecke algebra of G(m, 1, n), which we denote by H(m, 1, n), has been introduced in [1, 2, 3] and is called the cyclotomic Hecke algebra. For m = 1 this is the Hecke algebra of type A and for m = 2 this is the Hecke algebra of type B. The representation theory of the algebras H(m, 1, n) was developed in [1] (and in [4] for the Hecke algebra of type B); in [7] , an inductive approach,à la Okounkov-Vershik [9] , to the representation theory of the chain, with respect to n, of the algebras H(m, 1, n) was suggested.
In this paper, we present an inductive approach, in the spirit of [9] , to the representation theory of the chain of the complex reflection groups G(m, 1, n). We construct representations of G(m, 1, n) with the help of a certain associative algebra, denoted further by T; the underlying vector space of T is the tensor product of the group ring CG(m, 1, n) with the free algebra generated by the standard m-tableaux of shape λ (m) for all m-partitions λ (m) of length n.
The representation theory of the groups G(m, 1, n) is well known, see, [14] or, e.g., [6] (for the Coxeter groups of type B, that is, for the groups G(2, 1, n), the representation theory was developed in [17] ). Also, the representation theory of G(m, 1, n) can be directly deduced from the representation theory of H(m, 1, n) by taking the following limit v i → ξ i for i = 1, . . . , m, where the ξ i are distinct m th roots of unity ,
in the formulas [7] for the matrix elements of the generators; the parameters q, v 1 , . . . , v m enter the definition of the cyclotomic Hecke algebra in the following way: the algebra H(m, 1, n) is generated by τ, σ 1 , . . . , σ n−1 with the defining relations
for i = 1, . . . , n − 2 , σ i σ j = σ j σ i for i, j = 1, . . . , n − 1 such that |i − j| > 1 , 
However it is interesting to take the "classical limit" of the whole approach, developed in [7] , establishing thereby the inductive approach to the representation theory of the groups G(m, 1, n). We insist here on the connection of the treatment for the groups G(m, 1, n) with the treatment for the algebras H(m, 1, n). Also the existence of the algebra T is of independent interest and the construction of the representations presented here appears to be new.
The representation theory of a more general class of groups, namely, the wreath products of finite groups by the symmetric groups, was built, in the spirit of [9] , in [10] . The construction in [10] is worked out within the group theory. In this paper, we shall see how this approach is restored -on the example of the groups G(m, 1, n), the wreath products of the cyclic groups by the symmetric groups -in the classical limit of the construction developed in [7] for H(m, 1, n). We shall see that there are certain subtleties in passing to the classical "group" situation (one should be careful about the order of taking limits etc). As it often happens the classical situation is more complicated than the quantum one.
The branching rules for the chain of wreath products A ≀ S n , where A is a finite group, are multiplicity free if and only if the group A is abelian. The chain of groups G(m, 1, n) provides a simplest example of a multiplicity free chain of wreath products A ≀ S n .
First we present the classical Jucys-Murphy elements of the group ring of G(m, 1, n), which we obtain as classical limits of certain expressions involving the Jucys-Murphy elements of H(m, 1, n) (a similar process was used in [11] for the Weyl groups). The Jucys-Murphy elements were defined in [10, 16] for the wreath product of any finite group A by the symmetric group. The Jucys-Murphy elements obtained by a limiting procedure coincide with those from [10, 16] if we choose A to be the cyclic group. As in the non-degenerate situation, the usage of the Jucys-Murphy elements is the main tool in our construction of the representation theory.
The representation theory of the Hecke algebras H(m, 1, n) in the inductive approach requires, for all m, the study of representations of the same affine Hecke algebra of type A. However, in the classical limit, a certain version of degenerate affine cyclotomic Hecke algebras, which we denote A m,n in the text, appears as the classical counterpart of the affine Hecke algebra; the representations of the simplest degenerate affine cyclotomic Hecke algebra A m,2 serve for the study of the representation theory of G(m, 1, n) -the classical limit of H(m, 1, n).
The algebras A m,n for all m = 1, 2, . . . can be obtained by a certain limiting procedure (the details are below) from one and the same affine Hecke algebraĤ n .
We show that the Jucys-Murphy elements of the group ring of G(m, 1, n) are images of the "universal" Jucys-Murphy elements living in the algebra A m,n . We verify, on the classical level, the commutativity of the double set {x 1 ,x 1 , . . . , x n ,x n } of elements in the algebra A m,n . The algebra A m,n turns out to coincide with a particular case of the wreath Hecke algebra defined in [15] , see also [12] . We do not include the commutativity of the set {x 1 ,x 1 , . . . , x n ,x n } of elements in the defining relations of A m,n , contrary to the definition of the wreath Hecke algebra of [15] ; as a corollary of the results here, the two algebras are in fact isomorphic.
The representation theory of the simplest non-trivial degenerate cyclotomic affine Hecke algebra, the algebra A m,2 , carries an important information about the recursive properties of the Jucys-Murphy elements of the group ring of G(m, 1, n). We present the list of irreducible representations with diagonalizable x 1 ,x 1 , x 2 andx 2 of the algebra A m,2 , and then use it to study the spectrum of the Jucys-Murphy elements. In particular, we characterize the sets of common eigenvalues of the JucysMurphy elements of the group ring of G(m, 1, n) and establish then the relation with the m-partitions and the m-tableaux. Once the representations of the group G(m, 1, n) are constructed, we verify by counting dimensions that all irreducible representations are obtained within this approach.
The representations of G(m, 1, n) constructed with the help of the algebra T (the tensor product of the algebra CG(m, 1, n) with a free associative algebra generated by the standard m-tableaux corresponding to m-partitions of n) are analogues, for G(m, 1, n), of the semi-normal representations of the symmetric group. We determine the G(m, 1, n)-invariant Hermitian scalar product on the representation spaces and describe analogues of the orthogonal representations of the symmetric group.
We briefly outline the organization of the paper. In Section 2, we recall the standard presentation of the complex reflection groups G(m, 1, n), and define, by a limiting procedure, the Jucys-Murphy elements of CG(m, 1, n). In Section 3, we present the degenerate cyclotomic affine Hecke algebra A m,n and show that the Jucys-Murphy elements of the group ring of G(m, 1, n) are images of the "universal" Jucys-Murphy elements living in A m,n . In Section 4, we study the spectrum of the Jucys-Murphy elements of the group ring of G(m, 1, n) and establish the connection with the standard m-tableaux. The representations of the group G(m, 1, n) are constructed in Section 5 with the help of the algebra T. We conclude our study of the representation theory of G(m, 1, n) in Section 6, in which we give the completeness result and some consequences. In the Appendix we study the intertwining operators (introduced in [15] ) in the degenerate cyclotomic affine Hecke algebra. The intertwining operators provide certain information about the spectrum of the Jucys-Murphy elements. We explain how to obtain these intertwining operators by taking the classical limit of appropriate intertwining operators of the non-degenerate affine Hecke algebra.
We refer to [8] for the definitions and results concerning the cyclotomic Hecke algebra H(m, 1, n) invoked here, as well as for the proofs, skipped in the present text.
Notation. In this article, the ground field is the field C of complex numbers. The spectrum of an operator T is denoted by Spec(T ). We denote, for two integers k, l ∈ Z with k < l, by [k, l] the set of integers {k, k + 1, . . . , l − 1, l}.
Complex reflection group G(m, 1, n) and Jucys-Murphy elements
The group G(m, 1, n) is generated by the elements t, s 1 , . . . , s n−1 with the defining relations:
and
The group G(m, 1, n) is isomorphic to the group C m ≀ S n , the wreath product of the cyclic group with m elements, C m , by the symmetric group S n . ; its order is equal to m n n!. The subgroup of the group G(m, 1, n) generated by the elements s 1 , . . . , s n−1 is isomorphic to the symmetric group S n .
Jucys-Murphy elements. In the following we identify the generators τ , σ 1 , . . . , σ n−1 of H(m, 1, n) with respectively t, s 1 ,. . . , s n−1 as soon as we have taken the classical limit (1) .
Recall that the Jucys-Murphy elements J i of H(m, 1, n) are defined by the initial condition J 1 = τ and the recursion J i+1 = σ i J i σ i , i = 1, . . . , n − 1. We define the following classical analogues of the elements J i :
Attention: the order of taking limits here is important, we first take the limit with respect to the variables v i and then with respect to q; it is maybe more instructive to write (6) in the formj i :=
Degenerate cyclotomic affine Hecke algebra
The Jucys-Murphy elements of the cyclotomic Hecke algebra H(m, 1, n) are the images of the "universal" Jucys-Murphy elements of the affine Hecke algebra. Similarly, the elements j i andj i are the images of certain elements of a "universal" degenerate cyclotomic affine Hecke algebra, which we introduce here. Definition 1. Let A m,n be the algebra generated by s 1 , . . . , s n−1 and two more generators, x 1 and x 1 ; the defining relations we introduce in three steps. First, there are defining relations, involving the generators s 1 , . . . , s n−1 only:
second, there are relations concerning the addition of the generator x 1 :
the third group of relations concerns the addition of the last generatorx 1 :
We call the algebra A m,n the degenerate cyclotomic affine Hecke algebra.
Due to the relations (7)- (8) there is a homomorphism
Let π be a map from the set of generators {s 1 , . . . , s n−1 ,
Clearly, π extends to a homomorphism, which we denote by the same symbol π, from the algebra A m,n to CG(m, 1, n) (the homomorphism π is well defined since the relations (9) are trivially satisfied when one sendsx 1 to 0). Moreover, the composition π •ι leaves the generators of G(m, 1, n) invariant and is therefore the identity homomorphism of the algebra CG(m, 1, n); in particular, the mapι is injective or, equivalently, the subalgebra of A m,n generated by the elements s 1 , . . . , s n−1 and x 1 is isomorphic to the algebra CG(m, 1, n).
Define "higher" elements x i andx i for i = 2, . . . , n by
The first relation in (8) and the first and fourth relations in (9) can be rewritten, respectively, as
Proposition 2. We have
Since the Jucys-Murphy elements J i commute in the algebra H(m, 1, n), it follows from the definitions (5) and (6) that the elements j i , i = 1, . . . , n, and the elementsj i , i = 1, . . . , n, form together a commutative set. We did not include the commutativity of the corresponding set, formed by the elements x i , i = 1, . . . , n, and the elementsx i , i = 1, . . . , n, in the defining relations for the algebra A m,n : the commutativity of this set (and therefore, by the Lemma 2, of its image under the morphism π, that is, of the set formed by the elements j i , i = 1, . . . , n, andj i , i = 1, . . . , n) follows, as we shall now see, from the relations (7)- (9).
Lemma 3. The relations (7)- (9) imply that x i andx i commute with s k for k > i and k < i − 1.
Proposition 4. The relations (7)- (9) imply that:
4. Spectrum of the Jucys-Murphy elements 4.1. Representations of algebra A m,2
The important step in the understanding of the spectrum of the Jucys-Murphy elements and in the construction of representations is the analysis of the representations of the smallest non-trivial degenerate cyclotomic affine Hecke algebra, the algebra A m,2 . Here we present the list of irreducible representations with diagonalizable x 1 ,x 1 , x 2 andx 2 of the algebra A m,2 .
Consider the algebra A m,2 generated by x, y,x,ỹ and s with the relations:
For all i = 1, . . . , n − 1, the subalgebra of CG(m, 1, n) generated by j i , j i+1 ,j i ,j i+1 and s i is a quotient of the algebra A m,2 . For m = 1 the algebra A m,2 reduces to the degenerate affine Hecke algebra studied in [9] for the representation theory of the symmetric groups S n .
The four elements x, y,x andỹ pairwise commute, see the Proposition 4. We investigate irreducible representations of the algebra A m,2 with diagonalizable x, y,x andỹ. We obtain the following classification.
• One-dimensional representations. The action of the generators is given by
where a m = 1 and ǫ 2 = 1.
• Two kinds of two-dimensional representations. In the first one, the matrices of the generators of the algebra A m,2 are given by
where a m = b m = 1 and a = b. In the second one, the matrices of the generators of the algebra A m,2 are given by
where a m = 1 andb =ã. The representation (19) is irreducible if and only ifb =ã ± 1.
Classical spectrum
We begin by constructing representations of CG(m, 1, n) verifying two conditions. First, the classical Jucys-Murphy elements j 1 , . . . , j n ,j 1 , . . . ,j n are represented by semi-simple (diagonalizable) operators. Second, for every i = 1, . . . , n − 1 the action of the subalgebra generated by j i , j i+1 ,j i ,j i+1 and s i is completely reducible. We shall use the name C-representations (C is the first letter in "completely reducible") for these representations. At the end of the construction we shall see that all irreducible representations of CG(m, 1, n) are C-representations.
We denote Spec j 1 , . . . , j ñ j 1 , . . . ,j n the set of common eigenvalues of the elements j 1 ,j 1 , . . . , j n ,j n in the C-representations:
belongs to Spec j 1 , . . . , j ñ j 1 , . . . ,j n if there is a vector e Λ in the space of a C-representation such that
i e Λ for all i = 1, . . . , n. The elements j i andj i commute with s k for k > i and k < i − 1 (see the Lemma 3) which implies that the action of s k on Spec j 1 , . . . , j ñ j 1 , . . . ,j n is "local" in the sense that s k (e Λ ) is a linear combination of e Λ ′ such that a
The 2 × n arrays (20) we shall call strings, keeping the name "string" used for a set of common eigenvalues of the Jucys-Murphy elements for the algebra H(m, 1, n). 
Moreover, if a i+1 = a i then the vector s i (e Λ ) corresponds to the string Λ ′ , see the matrices (18) with
e Λ corresponds to the string Λ ′ , see the matrices (19) with a = a i = a i+1 ,ã =ã i andb =ã i+1 . (1)ã 1 = 0 and a m i = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , n.
Classical content strings
(2) For all j > 1: ifã j = 0 then there exists i, i < j, such that a i = a j andã i ∈ {ã j − 1,ã j + 1}.
The set of classical content strings we denote by cCont m (n).
Here is the classical analogue of the Proposition 6 in [7] .
Proposition 7.
Assume that a string of columns of numbers a 1 , . . . , a ñ a 1 , . . . ,ã n belongs to the set Spec j 1 , . . . , j ñ j 1 , . . . ,j n . Then it belongs to the set cCont m (n).
Classical content of a node in a Young m-diagram
Recall Let the length of the m-tuple be n. We place the numbers 1, . . . , n in the nodes of these diagrams in such a way that in every diagram the numbers in the nodes are in ascending order along rows and columns in right and down directions. This is a standard Young m-tableau of shape λ (m) .
The classical content of a node in a Young diagram is (s − r) when the node lies in the line r and column s. To extend this definition to Young m-diagrams, we have to specify in which diagram of an m-diagram the node lies; thus, the content of a node in a Young m-diagram is a couple of numbers, the first number specifies the diagram (in which the node lies) in the m-diagram and the second number gives the content of the node in the specified diagram. To relate this information with the spectra of the Jucys-Murphy elements, fix (arbitrarily) a bijection between the set {1, . . . , m} and the set of distinct m th roots of unity; let ξ k be the root of unity associated with k ∈ {1, . . . , m} by this bijection. We define the classical content of a node which lies in the line r and column s of the k th diagram of the m-diagram to be the column
To a standard Young m-tableau with length n we associate a string of columns of numbers a 1 , . . . , a ñ a 1 , . . . ,ã n where a ĩ a i is the classical content of the node in which the number i is placed in the m-tableau. This association provides the bijection stated in the following classical analogue of the Proposition 7 in [7] .
Proposition 8.
There is a bijection between the set of standard Young m-tableaux of length n and the set cCont m (n).
Here is an example of a standard Young 2-tableau with m = 2 and n = 10: .
The string, associated to this standard Young 2-tableau, is:
where {ξ 1 , ξ 2 } is the set of distinct square roots of unity.
Construction of representations
Here we establish an analogue, in the classical setting, of the construction of representations of H(m, 1, n) presented in [7] : we define an algebra structure on a tensor product of the algebra CG(m, 1, n) with a free associative algebra generated by the standard m-tableaux corresponding to m-partitions of n. Then, by evaluation (with the help of the simplest one-dimensional representation of G(m, 1, n)) from the right, we build representations.
Baxterized elements
In Subsection 5.2 we define the algebra T. The defining relations of T, involving the generators s i , can be conveniently written in terms of the so-called Baxterized elements; we leave the check to the reader.
Define, for any s i among the generators s 1 , . . . , s n−1 of G(m, 1, n), the Baxterized element s i (α, β) by
The parameters α and β are called spectral parameters.
Proposition 9. The following relations hold:
The following Lemma shows that the original relations for the generators s i follow from the relations for the Baxterized elements with fixed values of the spectral parameters. For a standard m-tableau X λ (m) , we shall denote the entries of the content column of the node where i is placed by
By definition, for any m-tableau X λ (m) and any permutation π ∈ S n , the m-tableau X π λ (m) is obtained from the m-tableau X λ (m) by applying the permutation π to the numbers occupying the nodes of X λ (m) ; for example X Proposition 11. The following relations:
are compatible with the relations for the generators t, s 1 , . . . , s n−1 of the group G(m, 1, n).
We explain the meaning of the word "compatible" in the formulation of the Proposition.
Let F be the free associative algebra generated byt,s 1 , . . . ,s n−1 . The group ring CG(m, 1, n) is naturally the quotient of F.
Let C[X ] be the free associative algebra whose generators X λ (m) range over all standard m-tableaux of shape λ (m) for all m-partitions λ (m) of n.
Consider an algebra structure on the space C[X ] ⊗ F for which: (i) the map ι 1 :
, is an isomorphism of C[X ] with its image with respect to ι 1 ; (ii) the map ι 2 : φ → 1 ⊗ φ, φ ∈ F, is an isomorphism of F with its image with respect to ι 2 ; (iii) the formulas (23)-(25), extended by associativity, provide the rules to rewrite elements of the form (1 ⊗ φ)(x ⊗ 1), where x ∈ C[X ] and φ ∈ F, as elements of C[X ] ⊗ F.
The "compatibility" means that we have an induced structure of an associative algebra on the space C[X ] ⊗ CG(m, 1, n). More precisely, if we multiply any defining relation of CG(m, 1, n) (the relation is viewed as an element of the free algebra F) from the right by a generator X λ (m) (this is a combination of the form "a relation of CG(m, 1, n) times X λ (m) ") and use the "instructions" (23)- (25) to move all appearing X 's to the left (the free generator changes but the expression stays always linear in X ) then we obtain a linear combination of terms of the form "X π λ (m) , π ∈ S n , times a relation of CG(m, 1, n)".
We denote the resulting algebra by T.
It turns out that the product of any Jucys-Murphy element by a free generator X λ (m) is proportional to X λ (m) ; the proportionality coefficients are given by the content columns of nodes.
Lemma 12. The relations (23) imply the relations:
Representations
The Proposition 11 provides an effective tool for the construction of representations of G(m, 1, n).
Let | be a "vacuum" -a basic vector of a one-dimensional G(m, 1, n)-module; for example, s i | = | and t| = ξ 1 | . Moving, in the expressions φX λ (m) | , φ ∈ CG(m, 1, n), the elements X 's to the left and using the module structure, we build, due to the compatibility, a representation of CG(m, 1, n) on the vector space U λ (m) with the basis X λ (m) | . We shall, by a slight abuse of notation, denote the symbol X λ (m) | again by X λ (m) . This procedure leads to the following formulas for the action of the generators t, s 1 , . . . , s n−1 on the basis vectors X λ (m) of U λ (m) :
As before, it is assumed here that X
is not a standard m-tableau.
Remarks. (a)
The constructed representations do not depend (up to isomorphism) on the value of the generators s 1 , . . . , s n−1 and t on the vacuum | .
(b) In Appendix to this paper we study the classical intertwining operatorsũ i+1 := s ixi −x i s i ∈ A m,n , i = 1, . . . , n − 1. The image under the map π, defined in (11), of the elementũ i+1 is π(ũ i+1 ) = s iji −js i ∈ CG(m, 1, n), i = 1, . . . , n − 1. The action of π(ũ i+1 ) in a representation V λ (m) is:
where
. . , n; δ p,p ′ is the Kronecker symbol.
Scalar product
The representations of G(m, 1, n) given by formulas (28)-(30) are analogues of the semi-normal representations of the symmetric group. In this Subsection we provide analogues for G(m, 1, n) of the orthogonal representations of the symmetric group.
Let λ (m) be an m-partition and let X λ (m) and X ′ λ (m) be two different standard m-tableaux of shape λ (m) . For brevity we set c (i) = c(X λ (m) |i) and p (i) = p(X λ (m) |i) for all i = 1, . . . , n. Define the following Hermitian scalar product on the vector space U λ (m) :
The so defined scalar product is positive definite. As a consequence, the operators for the elements of G(m, 1, n) are unitary in the basis {X λ (m) } whereX
for any standard m-tableau X λ (m) of shape λ (m) .
Completeness
Using the C-representations of G(m, 1, n), we complete our study of the spectrum of the Jucys-Murphy elements of CG(m, 1, n) and of the representation theory of G(m, 1, n). It remains to verify that we obtain within this approach all irreducible representations of the group G(m, 1, n). As the sum of the squares of the dimensions of the constructed representations equals the order of G(m, 1, n) (this follows from general results on products of Bratteli diagrams, see e.g. the Appendix B in [8] ), the following Proposition completes the verification.
The following Proposition follows from the Propositions 5 and 7.
Proposition 17. We have
To give an alternative proof, in the spirit of [5] , we introduce the following elements of the algebra A m,n :ũ
where we denoted
i+1 . The elementsũ i are the "classical intertwining" operators, they satisfy
Next, the elementsũ i satisfy the Artin relations:
One more property of the elementsũ i is
Therefore, for a polynomial χ in one variable, we havẽ
The elementsx i ,x i+1 and P i+1 commute. In a representation ρ, the spectrum of the operator ρ(P i+1 ) is contained in {0, 1}; taking for χ the characteristic equation for ρ(x i ), we conclude that
Realizingx i byj i in a representation of the group G(m, 1, n) and taking into account the "initial condition"j 1 = 0 we rederive (35).
Remark. The usual degenerate affine Hecke algebra (it corresponds to m = 1) is distinguished in the sense that the idempotents P i become trivial: P i = 1, in contrast to the degenerate cyclotomic affine Hecke algebras with m > 1.
2.
LetĤ n be the affine Hecke algebra, that is, the algebra with the generators τ, σ 1 , . . . , σ n−1 and the defining relations given by the first five lines in (2) . The algebra H(m, 1, n) is the quotient ofĤ n by (τ − v 1 ) . . . (τ − v m ). The Jucys-Murphy operators y i of the algebraĤ n are defined by y 1 := τ and, for i > 0, y i+1 := σ i y i σ i .
General intertwining operators U i+1 , i = 1, . . . , n − 1, of the affine Hecke algebraĤ n are defined to be operators which verify, for all i = 1, . . . , n − 1,
The intertwining operators (the solutions U i+1 := U i+1 of (42)) used in [5] are
The operators U i+1 satisfy, in addition to (42), to the Artin relation,
and square to the following function of the Jucys-Murphy elements:
In contrast to (39), the right hand side of (45) does not contain anything analogous to the projector P i+1 . We shall explain the appearance of the projectors in the classical limit.
The formulas (5)- (6) show that the Taylor series decompositions of the Jucys-Murphy operators of the cyclotomic algebra H(m, 1, n) begin as follows
here α is the deformation parameter, q 2 = 1 + α + O(α 2 ). We "lift" the formula (46) to the affine Hecke algebra by assuming that the Taylor series decompositions of the Jucys-Murphy operators of the affine algebraĤ n begin as follows
where x i andx i belong to the degenerate cyclotomic affine Hecke algebra A m,n , see (7)-(9).
To perform the classical limit one takes into account the following beginning of the Taylor series decomposition of the elements σ i :
Note that the operators U i+1 , given by (43), tend, by (47) and (48), to the operators
The operators u i+1 satisfy all the relations for the operatorsũ i+1 listed in (37); but the intertwining operators u i+1 do not help to understand the spectrum of the images of the elementsx i in some representation.
As noted in [5] , the operators U i+1 := U i+1 f (y i , y i+1 ), where f is an arbitrary function, are intertwining operators which satisfy the Artin relation. 
The elementsŨ i+1 tend toũ i+1 when α tends to 0, and the following Lemma allows to recover the result (39) from the perturbative point of view.
Lemma 18. We havẽ
3. The elements j i verify j m i = 1, the characteristic equations for the elements j i are not significant on the classical level. It is easy to obtain the characteristic equation forj i starting from a characteristic equation for J i . Let A 0 be a semi-simple operator on a vector space V . Consider a perturbation of A 0 of the form
where A 1 is also semi-simple and the operators A 0 and A 1 commute. Let r be an eigenvalue of A 0 and V r the corresponding eigenspace. The operator A(α) on the space V r has, up to the order α 2 , the form r Id + rA 1 , and its eigenvalues are r + rs l α where {s l } is the set of eigenvalues of the restriction of A 1 to V r .
In the particular situation with A 0 = j i , A 1 =j i and A = J i , the spectrum of A is, in general, a subset of v l q 2η , l = 1, . . . , m and η ∈ [1 − i, i − 1] [7] . We first take the limit v l → ξ l , l = 1, . . . , m. Then ξ l q 2η = ξ l + ξ l ηα + O(α 2 ) (since q 2 = 1 + α + O(α 2 )) thus the spectrum of the operatorj i is a subset of [1 − i, i − 1] and we recover the Proposition 17 from a perturbative point of view.
